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HOW TO BE COOL
MY JOURNEY FROM LOSER TO SCHMOOZER
John Murray How can you be cool at work, or in bed, or in a bar, or in a restaurant? What is cool when it comes to
dating? Calling? Not calling? Standing in their garden with a placard and a megaphone? Coolness is a dark art and
takes years of practice. But help is at hand. How To Be Cool is your trusty handbook for ineﬀable coolness in every
eventuality. Award-winning comedian Will Smith is your guide through a world where a nifty quip, a signature drink
and an outright lie about how much you like Italian arthouse movies can make you feel like Johnny Depp, rather than
John McCririck. Glaring social ineptitude will happily be a thing of the past.

HOW TO BE COOL
MAKE SOCIAL BLUNDERS A THING OF THE PAST!
John Murray Pubs Limited How can you be cool at work, or in bed, or in a bar, or in a restaurant? What is cool when it
comes to dating? Calling? Not calling? Standing in their garden with a placard and a megaphone? Coolness is a dark art
and takes years of practice. But help is at hand. How To Be Cool is your trusty handbook for ineﬀable coolness in every
eventuality. Award-winning comedian Will Smith is your guide through a world where a nifty quip, a signature drink
and an outright lie about how much you like Italian arthouse movies can make you feel like Johnny Depp, rather than
John McCririck. Glaring social ineptitude will happily be a thing of the past.

BOOKSMART
HUNDREDS OF REAL-WORLD LESSONS FOR SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform What are life's most important lessons? It's time to get booksmart! Frank
Sonnenberg, one of America's "Top Thought Leaders" and inﬂuential small-business experts, reveals his best
strategies for unleashing your full potential and achieving success and happiness in life. Sonnenberg provides
practical, rock-solid advice that will help you strengthen relationships, achieve life balance, boost your career, improve
your mental health, grow a business, develop a sound reputation, navigate tough times, and lead a more productive
and meaningful life. This is what readers are saying: "Buy it; read it; live it. Then you'll want to give copies to those
you really care about. I guarantee you won't regret it." BOB VANOUREK Award-winning author and ﬁve-times corporate
CEO "If you buy only one book this year, get BOOKSMART. It simpliﬁes the complicated, and it gives meaningful
answers to our questions about success and happiness." LOLLY DASKAL Founder and President, Lead From Within "One
of The Most Inspiring Women in the World!" The Huﬃngton Post "As a professional book reviewer for various eminent
international journals, I read thousands of books. This is deﬁnitely one of the most inspiring! I strongly recommend it."
PROFESSOR M.S. RAO, PhD Father of "Soft Leadership" and the author of 30 books

HOW TO CONNECT IN BUSINESS IN 90 SECONDS OR LESS
Workman Publishing The author brings his innovative system of forging instant connections to the workplace, providing
the fundamentals for creating and maintaining eﬀective business relationships.

BORDER WARS
INSIDE TRUMP'S ASSAULT ON IMMIGRATION
Simon & Schuster Two New York Times Washington correspondents provide a detailed, “fact-based account of what
precipitated some of this administration’s more brazen assaults on immigration” (The Washington Post) ﬁlled with
never-before-told stories of this key issue of Donald Trump’s presidency. No issue matters more to Donald Trump and
his administration than restricting immigration. Julie Hirschfeld Davis and Michael D. Shear have covered the Trump
administration from its earliest days. In Border Wars, they take us inside the White House to document how Stephen
Miller and other anti-immigration oﬃcials blocked asylum-seekers and refugees, separated families, threatened
deportation, and sought to erode the longstanding bipartisan consensus that immigration and immigrants make
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positive contributions to America. Their revelation of Trump’s desire for a border moat ﬁlled with alligators made
national news. As the authors reveal, Trump has used immigration to stoke fears (“the caravan”), attack Democrats
and the courts, and distract from negative news and political diﬃculties. As he seeks reelection in 2020, Trump has
elevated immigration in the imaginations of many Americans into a national crisis. Border Wars identiﬁes the players
behind Trump’s anti-immigration policies, showing how they planned, stumbled and fought their way toward changes
that have further polarized the nation. “[Davis and Shear’s] exquisitely reported Border Wars reveals the shattering
horror of the moment, [and] the mercurial unreliability and instability of the president” (The New York Times Book
Review).

LOVE BECOMES A FUNERAL PYRE
A BIOGRAPHY OF THE DOORS
Chicago Review Press From one of rock's greatest writers, Love Becomes a Funeral Pyre is the deﬁnitive biography of the
Doors Spanning the entire history of the band, from the birth of its members to the deaths of those who have
departed, this book will long remain the deﬁnitive history of a band that changed the history of popular music. The
band that started out as the "American Rolling Stones," noted for their wildly unpredictable performances, their jazzy
vibe, and the crazed monologues of their front man, ended as badly as did the '60s: abruptly, bloodily, cripplingly.
Along with evoking the cultural milieu of Los Angeles in the era, bestselling writer Mick Wall captures the true spirit of
that tarnished age. From the release of their classic ﬁrst album, The Doors, to their last with Jim Morrison, L.A.
Woman, this band biography is a brilliantly penetrating and contemporary investigation into the real story of the
Doors.

HOW TO MAKE PEOPLE LIKE YOU IN 90 SECONDS OR LESS
Workman Publishing Company Whether selling, managing, negotiating, planning, collaborating, pitching, instructing-or on
your knees with a marriage proposal-the secret of success is based on connecting with other people. Now that
connection is inﬁnitely easier to make through Nicholas Boothman's program of rapport by design. How to Make People
Like You in 90 Seconds or Less is the work of a master of Neuro-Linguistic Programming whose career is teaching
corporations and groups the secrets of successful face-to-face communication. Aimed at establishing rapport-that
stage between meeting and communicating-How to Make People Like You focuses on the concept of synchrony. It
shows how to synchronize attitude, synchronize body language, and synchronize voice tone so that you instantly and
imperceptibly become someone the other person likes. Reinforcing these easy-to-learn skills is knowing how to read
the other person's sensory preferences-most of us are visual, some are kinesthetic, and a minority are auditory. So
when you say "I see what you mean" to a visual person, you're really speaking his language. Along the way the book
covers attitude, nervousness, words that open a conversation and words that shut it down, compliments, eye cues, the
magic of opposites attracting, and more. It's how to make the best of the most important 90 seconds in any
relationship, business or personal.

THE ART OF THINKING CLEARLY
Harper Collins A world-class thinker counts the 100 ways in which humans behave irrationally, showing us what we can
do to recognize and minimize these “thinking errors” to make better decisions and have a better life Despite the best
of intentions, humans are notoriously bad—that is, irrational—when it comes to making decisions and assessing risks
and tradeoﬀs. Psychologists and neuroscientists refer to these distinctly human foibles, biases, and thinking traps as
“cognitive errors.” Cognitive errors are systematic deviances from rationality, from optimized, logical, rational
thinking and behavior. We make these errors all the time, in all sorts of situations, for problems big and small: whether
to choose the apple or the cupcake; whether to keep retirement funds in the stock market when the Dow tanks, or
whether to take the advice of a friend over a stranger. The “behavioral turn” in neuroscience and economics in the
past twenty years has increased our understanding of how we think and how we make decisions. It shows how
systematic errors mar our thinking and under which conditions our thought processes work best and worst.
Evolutionary psychology delivers convincing theories about why our thinking is, in fact, marred. The neurosciences can
pinpoint with increasing precision what exactly happens when we think clearly and when we don’t. Drawing on this
wide body of research, The Art of Thinking Clearly is an entertaining presentation of these known systematic thinking
errors--oﬀering guidance and insight into everything why you shouldn’t accept a free drink to why you SHOULD walk
out of a movie you don’t like it to why it’s so hard to predict the future to why shouldn’t watch the news. The book is
organized into 100 short chapters, each covering a single cognitive error, bias, or heuristic. Examples of these
concepts include: Reciprocity, Conﬁrmation Bias, The It-Gets-Better-Before-It-Gets-Worse Trap, and the Man-With-AHammer Tendency. In engaging prose and with real-world examples and anecdotes, The Art of Thinking Clearly helps
solve the puzzle of human reasoning.

KEYWORDS IN CREATIVE WRITING
Wendy Bishop and David Starkey have created a remarkable resource volume for creative writing students and other
writers just getting started. In two- to ten-page discussions, these authors introduce forty-one central concepts in the
ﬁelds of creative writing and writing instruction, with discussions that are accessible yet grounded in scholarship and
years of experience. Keywords in Creative Writing provides a brief but comprehensive introduction to the ﬁeld of
creative writing through its landmark terms, exploring concerns as abstract as postmodernism and identity politics
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alongside very practical interests of beginning writers, like contests, agents, and royalties. This approach makes the
book ideal for the college classroom as well as the writer’s bookshelf, and unique in the ﬁeld, combining the pragmatic
accessibility of popular writer’s handbooks, with a wider, more scholarly vision of theory and research.

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET
MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Pan Macmillan From a Hackney council estate to the House of Lords, this is the extraordinary story of one of our
greatest entrepreneurs. Alan Sugar was born in 1947 and brought up on a council estate in Clapton, in Hackney. As a
kid he watched his dad struggle to support the family, never knowing from one week to the next if he'd have a job. It
had a huge impact on him, fuelling a drive to succeed that was to earn him a sizeable personal fortune. Now he
describes his amazing journey, from schoolboy enterprises like making and selling his own ginger beer to setting up
his own company at nineteen; from Amstrad's groundbreaking ventures in hi-ﬁ and computers, which made him the
darling of the stock exchange, to the dark days when he nearly lost it all; from his pioneering deal with Rupert
Murdoch to his boardroom battles at Tottenham Hotspur FC. In this compelling autobiography, he takes us into the
world of The Apprentice, and describes his appointment as advisor to the government and elevation to the peerage.
Like the man himself, What You See Is What You Get is forthright, funny and sometimes controversial.

REALITY BITES BACK
THE TROUBLING TRUTH ABOUT GUILTY PLEASURE TV
Seal Press Nearly every night on every major network, “unscripted” (but carefully crafted) “reality” TV shows routinely
glorify retrograde stereotypes that most people would assume got left behind 35 years ago. In Reality Bites Back,
media critic Jennifer L. Pozner aims a critical, analytical lens at a trend most people dismiss as harmless ﬂuﬀ. She
deconstructs reality TV’s twisted fairytales to demonstrate that far from being simple “guilty pleasures,” these
programs are actually guilty of fomenting gender-war ideology and signiﬁcantly aﬀecting the intellectual and political
development of this generation’s young viewers. She lays out the cultural biases promoted by reality TV about gender,
race, class, sexuality, and consumerism, and explores how those biases shape and reﬂect our cultural perceptions of
who we are, what we’re valued for, and what we should view as “our place” in society. Smart and informative, Reality
Bites Back arms readers with the tools they need to understand and challenge the stereotypes reality TV reinforces
and, ultimately, to demand accountability from the corporations responsible for this contemporary cultural attack on
three decades of feminist progress.

THE ART OF THINKING CLEARLY: BETTER THINKING, BETTER DECISIONS
Hachette UK THE SECRET TO PERFECT DECISION-MAKING 'This book will change the way you think' Dan Goldstein,
London Business School Have you ever... Invested time in something that, with hindsight, just wasn't worth it?
Overpaid in an Ebay auction? Continued doing something you knew was bad for you? Backed the wrong horse? THE ART
OF THINKING CLEARLY is essential reading for anyone with important decisions to make. It reveals, in 100 short
chapters, the most common errors of judgement, and how to avoid them. Simple, clear and always surprising, this
indispensable book will change the way you think and transform your decision-making - at work, at home, every day.
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER * GUARDIAN BESTSELLER * INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER

THE MERMAID CHAIR
A NOVEL
Penguin A transcendent tale of a woman's self-discovery—the New York Times–bestselling second work of ﬁction by the
author of The Secret Life of Bees and The Book of Longings Inside the church of a Benedictine monastery on Egret
Island, just oﬀ the coast of South Carolina, resides a beautiful and mysterious chair ornately carved with mermaids and
dedicated to a saint who, legend claims, was a mermaid before her conversion. When Jessie Sullivan is summoned
home to the island to cope with her eccentric mother’s seemingly inexplicable behavior, she is living a conventional life
with her husband, Hugh, a life “molded to the smallest space possible.” Jessie loves Hugh, but once on the island, she
ﬁnds herself drawn to Brother Thomas, a monk about to take his ﬁnal vows. Amid a rich community of unforgettable
island women and the exotic beauty of marshlands, tidal creeks, and majestic egrets, Jessie grapples with the tension
of desire and the struggle to deny it, with a freedom that feels overwhelmingly right, and with the immutable force of
home and marriage. Is the power of the mermaid chair only a myth? Or will it alter the course of Jessie’s life? What
happens will unlock the roots of her mother’s tormented past, but most of all, it will allow Jessie to discover selfhood
and a place of belonging as she explores the thin line between the spiritual and the erotic.

SLADE GORTON
A HALF CENTURY IN POLITICS
BOO HOO
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A DOT.COM STORY FROM CONCEPT TO CATASTROPHE
Random House boo hoo is a gripping, insider's account of the rise and fall of this most controversial of internet startups
- a global, online retailer of sports and designer clothes.

TRUMP AND ME
"An updated portrait of the business mogul and presidential candidate, written by his ... chronicler and the author of
Funny Money, traces Trump's rise as [a] ... tribune of populist rage"--NoveList.

URBAN SOCIOLOGY
IMAGES AND STRUCTURE
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers The ﬁfth edition of this text presents a balanced review of the ecological arguments that
the urban arena produces unique experiential and urban-based cultural eﬀects while exploring the broader political
and economic contexts that produce and modify the urban environment. In addition to examining the urban
dimensions of such topics as community formation and continuity, minority and majority dynamics, ethnic experience,
poverty, power, and crime, it provides an analysis of the spatial distribution of population and resources with regard to
the metropolitanization of the urban form, and the interaction between urban concentration and development and
underdevelopment. From a ﬁrst chapter that begins with a discussion of some of the more micrological features of the
urban experience, the text focuses on the signiﬁcance of the more macrological cultural, social organizational, and
political dimensions of urban change, in an historical span that includes the ﬁrst cities and concludes with an
exploration of the implications of cyberspace, transnationalism, and global terrorism for the future of urban sociology.
While the work focuses primarily on the North American case, its analytical and integrated discussion makes it
applicable to urban societies in general.

THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY
VOL. 1SOCIAL BLUNDERS
A NOVEL
Sourcebooks, Inc. "A story of grand faux pas and dazzling dysfunction...a wildly satirical look at the absurdities of
modern life." -The New York Times Book Review One of ﬁve men could be Sam Callahan's father. Is knowing the truth
worth the havoc he'll cause trying to ﬁnd out? Laid low by divorce-the result of an endless stream of poor choices-Sam
decides it's time he met his dad. But his quest to meet the men and discover the truth does more than just shake up
the ﬁve likely suspects-it pretty much napalms the lives of everyone he meets. "Wild , wonderful, and wickedly
funny...Highly recommended." - Library Journal "Ribald... comic and bawdy...oddly endearing...an eﬀective blend of
ﬂippancy and compassion." - Publishers Weekly "Tim Sandlin only gets better. Social Blunders is an aﬀecting book...It
is ﬁction to be savored." -Larry McMurtry "A weird, funny, raunchy novel that veers wildly from pathos to slapstick and
back again, and it's surprisingly eﬀective." -Booklist "Tim Sandlin's stuﬀ is as tight and funny as anyone doing this
comedy novel thing." - Christopher Moore

CONFESSIONS OF A WALL STREET ANALYST
A TRUE STORY OF INSIDE INFORMATION AND CORRUPTION IN THE STOCK MARKET
Harper Collins Here is the true story of a top Wall Street player's transformation from a straight-arrow believer to a
jaded cynic, who reveals how Wall Street's insider game is really played. Dan Reingold was a top Wall Street analyst
for fourteen years and Salomon Smith Barney analyst Jack Grubman's chief competitor in the red-hot sector of telecom.
Reingold was part of the "Street" and believed in it. But in this action-packed, highly personal memoir written with
accomplished Fast Company senior writer Jennifer Reingold the author describes how his enthusiasm gave way to
disgust as he learned how deeply corrupted Wall Street and much of corporate America had become during the roaring
stock market bubble of the 1990s. Confessions of a Wall Street Analyst provides a front-row seat at one of the most
dramatic -- and ultimately tragic -- periods in ﬁnancial history. Reingold recounts his introduction to the world of Wall
Street leaks and secret deal-making; his experiences with corporate fraud; and Wall Street's alarming penchant for
lavish spending and multimillion-dollar pay packages. Reingold spars with arch rival Grubman; fends oﬀ intense
pressures from Wall Street bankers and corporate CEOs; and is wooed by Morgan Stanley's CEO, John Mack, and CSFB's
über-banker Frank Quattrone. Reingold describes instances in which conﬁdential deals are whispered days before their
oﬃcial announcement. He recalls the moment he learns that Bernie Ebbers's WorldCom was massively cooking its
books. And he is shocked to have been an unwitting catalyst for a series of sexually explicit e-mails that would rock
Wall Street; bring Jack Grubman to his knees; and contribute to the stepping aside of Grubman's boss, Citigroup CEO
Sandy Weill. Some of Reingold's stories are outrageous, others hilarious, and many are simply absurd. But, together,
they provide a sobering exposé of Wall Street: a jungle of greed and ego, a place brimming with conﬂicts and inside
information, and a business absurdly out of touch with the Main Street it claims to serve. He shows how government
investigators, headlines notwithstanding, never got to the heart of the ethical and legal transgressions of the era. And
how they completely overlooked Wall Street's pervasive use of inside information, leaving investors -- even
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sophisticated professionals -- cheated. The book ends with a series of important policy recommendations to clean up
the investing business. In the tradition of Liar's Poker and Den of Thieves, Confessions of a Wall Street Analyst is a noholds-barred insider's account that will open the eyes of every investor.

THE ANIMALS ARE LEAVING US
Lantern Books For four years, from January 2017 to January 2021, writer and publisher Martin Rowe documented the
state of the United States and the world—using the verse form of ottava rima. In June 2019, he dedicated thirty of
those verses to two extraordinarily compelling and distressing photographs of animals in extremis taken by Canadian
photojournalist Jo-Anne McArthur. Now expanded to include more verses and more of McArthur’s stunning images, The
Animals Are Leaving Us forms a testament to the particular moments in the lives and deaths of individual creatures,
and a requiem for the many billions of animals who are subject to the cruel whims of our species, and who are
vanishing from the wild places of the Earth.

MARE RIDER
Bloomsbury Publishing Elka is the sinister Mare Rider, in myth she haunts new mothers and rides bareback through
mountains and across the plains of Anatolia. Selma is about to give birth at Homerton Hospital in Hackney, Elka takes
her on a fantastical journey, probing the spaces between Selma's nightmarish visions and the reality of those around
her.

THE ART OF SELLING TO THE AFFLUENT
HOW TO ATTRACT, SERVICE, AND RETAIN WEALTHY CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS FOR LIFE
John Wiley & Sons This insightful book shows salespeople how to meet the needs of aﬄuent clients from the initial
contact, to the sales presentation, to providing the level of service and quality they expect, to securing them as longterm customers. Based on extensive research of the buying patterns and expectations of the wealthy, this step-by-step
sales guide reveals the secrets of attracting and keeping wealthy clients for life, boosting sales and repeat business.
The Art of Selling to the Aﬄuent is also a crash course in the world of the wealthy, giving you the understanding you
need to satisfy and retain these proﬁtable top-dollar clients.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOD AND LARRY ELLISON*, THE *GOD DOESN'T THINK HE'S LARRY E
*GOD DOESN'T THINK HE'S LARRY ELLISON / INSIDE ORACLE CORPORATION
Harper Perennial A recent Forbes listed Ellison as the ﬁfth richest man in the world, and the second richest active player
(behind Gates) in the technology world. Oracle Corporation, of which he is founder and CEO, is the fastest-growing
software database company in the world, and the darling of technology investors. If you withdraw cash from an ATM,
make an airline reservation, hook up your TV to the Internet, then you're using Oracle. All of this makes Ellison the
man investors, techies, and people-in-the-know want to know more about. The ultimate self-made man, Ellison began
Oracle with a $1,200 investment and doubled its sales in eleven of its ﬁrst twelve years. But he's a ruthless
businessman who has used misdirection and half-truths to create one of the great high-tech success stories. He is also
a daredevil sportsman with a 78-foot yacht, a number of fast jets, and beautiful women on his arm. If Gates is the
nerd-King of the Valley, Ellison is its Warren Beatty. Mike Wilson has interviewed more than a hundred of Ellison's
friends and enemies as well as Ellison himself to create an entertaining and provocative portrait of this enigmatic and
visionary businessman.

HOW TO BE HAPPY AT WORK
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CAREER SATISFACTION
Jist Works Whether you're choosing your career for the ﬁrst time, rethinking the choices you made years before, or
deciding how to spend your pre- and post-retirement years productively, the right career can make all the diﬀerence in
whether your work life is happy. Using the worksheets and real-life stories in this book, you will gain the insight to
make the right choices, succeed in your career, and overcome your past career mistakes. Book jacket.

MAINLANDER
HarperCollins UK The thrilling debut from comedy writer and stand up star, Will Smith – a novel about loneliness, about
not belonging and about the corroding eﬀects of keeping secrets. ‘John le Carré meets 'Middlemarch’ Independent

HOLLYWOOD'S CELEBRITY GANGSTER
THE INCREDIBLE LIFE AND TIMES OF MICKEY COHEN
Booksurge Publishing Never in my years has such an infamous mobster as Mickey Cohen been written about with such
insight, truthfulness and good humor as Brad Lewis has accomplished in this page-turning bio - Arthur Marx.

SUCCESS CAN BE YOURS
Pearson Education India Success Can Be Yours blends success, happiness and leadership, and shows how it can be within
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the grasp of every person. The book helps readers equip themselves with useful skills. The authors present a ﬁne array
of sutras for a successful life and emphasize on various perspectives that can help in achieving success besides
encouraging aspiring leaders to pick up important leadership skills. The book discusses leadership styles and
leadership research and shows how leadership education can minimize mistakes.

WOMEN IN EARLY IMPERIAL CHINA
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers After a long spell of chaos, the Qin and Han dynasties (221 BCE–220 CE) saw the
uniﬁcation of the Chinese Empire under a single ruler, government, and code of law. During this era, changing social
and political institutions aﬀected the ways people conceived of womanhood. New ideals were promulgated, and
women's lives gradually altered to conform to them. And under the new political system, the rulers' consorts and their
families obtained powerful roles that allowed women unprecedented inﬂuence in the highest level of government.
Recognized as the leading work in the ﬁeld, this introductory survey oﬀers the ﬁrst sustained history of women in the
early imperial era. Now in a revised edition that incorporates the latest scholarship and theoretical approaches, the
book draws on extensive primary and secondary sources in Chinese and Japanese to paint a remarkably detailed
picture of the distant past. Bret Hinsch's introductory chapters orient the nonspecialist to early imperial Chinese
society; subsequent chapters discuss women's roles from the multiple perspectives of kinship, wealth and work, law,
government, learning, ritual, and cosmology. An enhanced array of line drawings, a Chinese-character glossary, and
extensive notes and bibliography enhance the author's discussion. Historians and students of gender and early China
alike will ﬁnd this book an invaluable overview.

THE DARK LORD
Tor Books Tom Harlan brings his Oath of Empire series to a shattering conclusion in The Dark Lord. In what would be the
7th Century AD in our history, the Roman Empire still stands, supported by the twin pillars of the Legions and
Thaumaturges of Rome. The Emperor of the West, the Augustus Galen Atreus, came to the aid of the Emperor of the
East, the Avtokrator Heraclius, in his war with the Sassanad Emperor of Persia. But despite early victories, that war
has not gone well, and now Rome is hard-pressed. Constantinople has fallen before the dark sorceries of the Lord
Dahak and his legions of the living and dead. Now the new Emperor of Persia marches on Egypt, and if he takes that
ancient nation, Rome will be starved and defeated. But there is a faint glimmer of hope. The Emperor Galen's brother
Maxian is a great sorcerer, perhaps the equal of Dahak, lord of the seven serpents. He is now ﬁrmly allied with his
Imperial brother and Rome. And though they are caught tight in the Dark Lord's net of sorcery, Queen Zoe of Palmyra
and Lord Mohammed have not relinquished their souls to evil. Powerful, complex, engrossing --Thomas Harlan's Oath
of Empire series has taken fantasy readers by storm. The ﬁrst three volumes, The Shadow of Ararat, The Gate of Fire,
and The Storm of Heaven have been universally praised. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

RUNNING, EATING, THINKING
A VEGAN ANTHOLOGY
Lantern Books In recent years, endurance athletes, bodybuilders, and long-distance runners such as Ruth Heidrich, Scott
Jurek, Rich Roll, Brendan Brazier, Robert Cheeke, and many others have destroyed the notion that you cannot be a topﬂight competitor on a plant-based diet and upended the stereotype that veganism means weakness, placidity, and
passivity. But are there deeper connections between veganism and running, for example, that reach beyond attaining
peak performance to other aspects of being vegan: such as living lightly on the land, caring for other-than-human life,
and connecting to our animal bodies? The ﬁfteen writers in Running, Eating, Thinking wager that there are, and they
explore in manifold ways how those connections might be made. From coping with cancer to reﬂecting on the need of
the conﬁned animal to run free, from Buddhist ideas of nonviolence to harnessing the breath for singing and running,
and from extolling the glories of lentils to committing oneself to the long run in animal activism, Running, Eating,
Thinking is a pioneering anthology that may redeﬁne your thinking about veganism and running.

IF YOU DON'T HAVE BIG BREASTS, PUT RIBBONS ON YOUR PIGTAILS
AND OTHER LESSONS I LEARNED FROM MY MOM
Penguin A founder of the Corcoran Group real estate company describes her hard-working childhood and the lessons
she learned from her mother and through her business experiences that enabled her to become one of the most
successful entrepreneurs in the country. Originally published as Use What You've Got. Reprint. 100,000 ﬁrst printing.

ANTHOLOGY OF SCI-FI V19, THE PULP WRITERS
Spastic Cat Press The Anthology of Sci-Fi V19 is a collection of eight Sci-ﬁ stories from a group of the best sci-ﬁ writers of
the past century. Included are: The Soul Master by Will Smith and R. J. Robbins, The Flying City by H. Thompson Rich,
Prisoners on the Electron by Robert H. Leitfred, The Diamond Thunderbolt by H. Thompson Rich, Spawn of the Comet
by H. Thompson Rich, An Extra Man by Jackson Gee, The Winged Men of Orcon by David R. Sparks, Disowned by Victor
Endersby.
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ALTERNATIVE NORTH AMERICAS
CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES
Alternative North Americas seeks to move beyond the blame game that has aﬄicted the past decade of Canada-U.S.
relations. Instead of an "I'm right and youre wrong attitude, David Kilgour and David T. Jones recognize that Canada
and the United States share a remarkable selection of common baselines, despite taking diﬀerent approaches to the
same problems. As the authors tackle the political, social, economic, and security issues of the 21st century, they show
us that both sets of answers could be rightor wrong.

WHAT IT TAKES
SEVEN SECRETS OF SUCCESS FROM THE WORLD'S GREATEST PROFESSIONAL FIRMS
John Wiley & Sons Expert insights on what sets the great professional ﬁrms apart from all the rest Having devoted a
career that spans ﬁfty years to consulting with and studying professional ﬁrms in the Americas, Asia, and Europe,
author Charles Ellis learned ﬁrsthand how diﬃcult it is for an organization to go beyond very good and attain, as well
as sustain, excellence. Now, he shares his hard-won insights with you and reveals "what it takes" to be best-in-class in
any industry. Enlightening and entertaining, What It Takes explores ﬁrms that are leaders in their particular ﬁeld and
the superior people who create and maintain them. Along the way, it identiﬁes the secrets of their long-term success
and reveals exactly how they can put your organization in a better position to excel when properly executed. Contains
many stories of achieving excellence, and addresses the obstacles that top-ranking organizations face in sustaining it
Includes insights on leaders in their particular ﬁeld—from McKinsey & Company in consulting and Cravath, Swaine &
Moore in law to the Mayo Clinic in healthcare Written by one of the most experienced and respected business
consultants/advisors of our time What It Takes skillfully shows you how innovation and a commitment to excellence
can drive success, while also revealing how easy it is to fall behind. With it, you'll discover what separates the great
ﬁrms from the good ones and learn how to attain, and maintain, organizational success throughout the years.

CHARACTER STUDIES
ENCOUNTERS WITH THE CURIOUSLY OBSESSED
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Filled with proﬁles of fascinating Americans, this selection of biographical essays by the New
Yorker writer features produce farmer Tom Chino, illusionist Ricky Jay, director Martin Scorcese, chefs Alice Waters
and Wolfgang Puck, and many others. Reprint.

THE NEW SCIENCE OF HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The New Science of Human Relationships By Daniel Goleman

A CASE FOR THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
THE UNITED STATES V. DONALD J. TRUMP
Crown Publishing Group (NY) The author, the former special counsel to the House Judiciary Committee from 2019 to 2020,
shares his perspectives and insights into the legal actions against President Donald J. Trump.

MORTAL DANGER
Simon and Schuster In this unputdownable true crime collection from New York Times bestselling author Ann Rule,
discover fascinating cases of the spouse, lover, family member, or helpful stranger whose lethally violent nature,
though masterfully disguised, can and will kill. The author of The Stranger Beside Me brings her brilliantly informed
understanding of the sociopath to this riveting true crime collection. Featured here is the case of a Southern California
family man who lured a beautiful ﬂight attendant into a passionate and dangerous relationship. Other cases include
that of the woman who masterminded her husband’s murder to gain his inheritance...the monstrous sadist whose
prison release damaged a presidential candidate’s campaign and ended in a bitter double tragedy in a quiet
neighborhood three thousand miles away...the shocking DNA link between a cold-blooded crime and a cold case...and
inside the horriﬁc case of the man who crossed an ocean and several countries to stalk the Eurasian beauty who had
ﬂed from him in desperation.

SHARK TALES
HOW I TURNED $1,000 INTO A BILLION DOLLAR BUSINESS
Penguin The inspiring true story of Shark Tank star Barbara Corcoran--and her best advice for anyone starting a
business. After failing at twenty-two jobs, Barbara Corcoran borrowed $1,000 from a boyfriend, quit her job as a diner
waitress, and started a tiny real estate oﬃce in New York City. Using the unconventional lessons she learned from her
homemaker mom, she gradually built it into a $6 billion dollar business. Now Barbara's even more famous for the nononsense wisdom she oﬀers to entrepreneurs on Shark Tank, ABC's hit reality TV show. Shark Tales is down-to-earth,
frank, and as heartwarming as it is smart. After reading it don't be surprised if you ﬁnd yourself thinking, "If she can
do it, so can I." Nothing would make Barbara happier.
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